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Abstract. We will discuss severai recentI) developed :e_h.ci;ues for prcving the decidability of 
the equivalence problem for devices den #III& languages and relations. Most of these techniques 
come from the development originat,d 1;1 the proof of the decidability of the DOL equivalence 
problem. Of particular importance is c.te recently shown validity of the Ehrenieucht conjecture 
and its effective variations. 
1. Introduction 
We will discuss three recently developed techniques for proving the decidability 
of equivalence problems. We are mainly interested in the equivalence problem for 
devices defining languages or translz:ions (relations). The literature on th? subject 
is extensive. A selection of results on language equivalence as well as relevant 
auxiliary results are listed chronologically in Table 1, similarly for relational 
equivalence in Table 2. 
The first solution of the DOL equivalence problem was obtained by the author 
and 1. Fris in [IO]. The decidability proof was complex, however, it introduced new 
techniques which, together with newly encountered problems, turned out to be very 
fruitful. Indeed, our first new technique presented in Section 3 evolved from a new 
proof of the DOL equivalence problem (see [ 12)). This technique is based on the 
solution of the important Ehrenfeucht conjecture, (see [3, 261) that also originated 
in work on the DOL problem. The solution of the DOL problem involves the testing 
of equivalence of two morphisms on every string of the language generated by one 
of them. This leads to the problem of testing the morphic equivalence on a language, 
introduced in [ 191, and further to the investigation of different kinds of equivalence 
problems for mappings restricted to certain domains, see e.g. [ 1,371 and [44]. The 
results on the latter topic become especially powerful when the positive solution of 
Ehrenfeucht conjecture made it possible to use our result ;iom [ll], stating that 
the existence of a test set for each HDTOL language implies its effective existence. 
The new proof of the DOL problem and its generalizations are based on this result. 
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Further development involved the consideration of test sets with respect to certain 
classes of finite transducers rather than just morphisms. This leads to the proof of 
the decidability of the equivalence problem for single-valued two-way transducers 
(possibly restricted to HDTOL languages defined by nonerasing morphisms) [ 141. 
Even without the restriction on the domains, this resu!t is an extension of the 
decidability of the equivalence problem for deterministic two-way transducers, a 
“classical” problem that was open for many years and finally solved by Gurari 1271. 
However, our result also generalizes the problem of morphic equivalence on HDOL 
and on DTOL languages, two examples of longstanding open problems where, in 
contrast to the above, the mappings are simple but the restricted domains are 
complex. 
Tahtc I 
Language equivalence and related results. 
1956 Moore 
I%1 bar-Hillel. Perles and Shamir 
I%3 Ginsburg and Rose 
I%5 Knuth 
1966 Korenjak and Hopcroft 
1970 Rosenkrant.z and Steams 
1974 Valiant 
197: Valiant and Paterson 
1976 Friedman Inclusion undecidable for simple DPDAs [2l]. 
1977 Friedman DPDAs are equivalent to monadic recursion schemes (22 J. 
1977 Culik and Fris Eqt;ivalena decidable for DOL languages IlO]. 
1978 Harrison. Have1 and Yehudai tquivalence decidable for strict deterministtc CFG [29]. 
1978 Salomaa and Soittola Equivalena between an unambiguous CFG and a finite 
I97lt 
1980 
1983 
1986 Romanovsky 
1987 Oyamaguchi I 
Oyamaguchi and Honda 
Oyamaguchi, Honda and 
lnagaki 
Tomita 
Equivalence decidable for finite automata [46]. 
Undecidability results for CFG [4]. 
Undecidability results for CFG 1241. 
LR! I i-grammars are equivalent to DPDAs 1391. 
Equivalence decidable for simple DPDAs [40]. 
Inclusion undecidable for LL( k t-grammars [ 551. 
Equivalence decidable for finite-turn DPDAs [6l]. 
Equivalena decidable for deterministic one-counter 
automata [62]. 
automaton is decidable [ 571. 
tiquivalence decidable for stateless DPDAs [48]. 
Equivalence decidable for real-strict DPDAs [49]. 
Equivalence between a strict DPDA and a LU k )-grammar is 
decidable [60]. 
Equivalence decidable for real-time DPDAs [53,47]. 
In [15] we further extended the above result; we have shown that it is decidable 
whether two finite-valued transducers agree on an HDTOL language. This implies 
the decidability of the equivalence problem for finite-valued transducers and demon- 
strates that unbounded ambiguity with respect to outputs is the crucial propert; 
that makes the equiva’lence problem for fnite transducers undecidable. Indeed, it 
has been shown in [30] that without the assumption of finite-valuedness, the problem 
is undecidable even for a unary input (output) alphabet [30]. The finite-valuedness 
result, the details of -Ash are given in Section 3, can be ,xtended to two-way 
transducers, provided that the HDIIIL language is generated by nonerasing 
morphisms. 
1956 Moore 
!96S rurziths 
I%8 Fischer and Rosenberg 
1973 Bird 
1975 Schiitzenberger 
1977 Jones and Laaser 
1977 Culik and Fris 
1977 Makanin 
,m 
1977 
Blattner and Hex! 
C ulik 
I974 Culik and Salomaa 
1978 Ibarra 
I980 Culik and Momma 
1982 Albert. Culik and Karhumiki 
1982 GUCWi 
1983 Culik and Karhumaki 
1984 Albert and Laurence; Guha 
1986 Culik and Karhumaki 
1986 Culik and Karhumaki 
Equivalence decidable for iengrh pre<ening sequential 
machines [XV]. 
Equivalence undecidah!e for r-free gsm [ 31. 
Inclusion undecidable for deterministic multitape finite 
acceptors [ 231. 
Equivalence decidable for t!so-tape delerminkfic finite 
acceptors [6]. 
Equivalence decidable for single-valued finite transducers 
jZ8]. 
Equnalence of dgsm tectahlc in pol:,nomtal rime [ 311 
DOL sequence equivalence decidable 1 101. 
Sobahility of a +stem of equation\ in .I tinitrl! gcncraled 
rre~ semigroup 1431. 
Equi\a!ence decidable for single-\:‘lucd o-tramducers [ 7). 
Equivalence OF single-valued finite transducer on (‘FL 
decidable [9]. 
Morphisms equivalence on (‘FL decidable [ IO]. 
Equivalence undecidable for r-free finite transducer with 
one letter Input tcr output 1 alphabet [30]. 
Ehrenfeucht conJect.ne holds for hinar? alphabet [N]. 
Test sets effectively exist for CFL ] I]. 
Equivalence urcldahle for deterministic Z-way rransducgr\ 
[ 27). 
Systems of equations and Ehrenfeuchl conjecture [ I I ]. 
The Ehrenfeuch ConJecture holds { 3. 261. 
Equivalence is decidable for single valued two-aaj finite 
transducers (on NPDTOLI [Id]. 
Equivalence IS dectdable for tinne valued finite transducers 
(on HDTOL) [l_C]. 
The second technique is based on synchronizability (i.e.. indirect synchronization) 
of two equivalent devices. Devices like deterministic pushdown automata ( DPDAs) 
or ,nultitape deterministic finite automata (MDFAs) are difficult to test for 
equivalence sine=. ;hey might be equivalent but not synchronized as far as the 
movement of the stacks is concerned in the former and the reading from different 
input tapes in the latter. The main idea is to prove that for any two equivalent 
devices P and Q (from a certain class) there exists a chain of devices P = M,,, 
MI,..., M, = Q, such that M, and M,, , are equi\a!ent and synchronized for i = 0, 
l,..., n - 1. That is, in order to test their equivalence, P and Q do not need to be 
synchronized directly, but rather in several steps. This motivated the following 
development in [16]. First, we have defined, in quite a general way, the notion of 
synchronized DPDAs and have shown that two synchronized DPDAs can be tested 
for equivalence. Further, if there are DPDAs P = MO, Mt.. . . , M, = Q, such that 
Mi and M;+, are synchronized for i = 0,1, . . . , n - I, then we call P and Q synchronk- 
able. We have shown that the equivalen _ of two synchronizable DPDAs can be 
tested. Consequently, the equivalence problem is decidable for every class of DPDAs 
for which equivalence imp!& fynchronizability. Although it is probably difficult to 
show that every two equivalent DPDAs are synchronizable even for a subclass of 
DPDAs, we do conjecture that it is true for all DPDAs. 
We say that two deterministic pushdown transducers are synchronized if their 
underlying DPDAs are synchronized. In [ 161 it has been shown that :he equivalence 
problem for synchronized deterministic pushdown transducers is decidable by 
reducing it to the morphic equivalence for context-free languages [ 1 j. AIM alterirate 
proof of a slightly weaker result is in [31]. 
Our third technique [17. IE] is based on one particular result mentioned above, 
namely, the decidability of the morphic equivalence for Dl7lL languages (or se- 
quences). It turns out that frequently computations of two equivalent but not synchro- 
nized devices, e.g. n-tape deterministic finite automata, can be “HDlM.-matched’*, 
which means that there is 3 HDTIIL language L each string of whicl. encodes a pair of 
matching computations. Consequently, the testing of equivalence of the two given 
devices can be reduced to testing whether two morphisms agree on language L 
Note, that we are using techniques originated in the DOL problem and some other 
resuits on Lsystems, in attacking difficult decidability problems in “classical” 
automata theory. For example, the equivalence problem for n-tape DFAs was 
explicitly stated already in 1968 [23]. Its decidability for two tapes has been shown 
in [6], for single cycles in [41]. The corresponding inclusion problem has been 
shown undecidable in [23] and decidable for single cycles in [38]. 
Actually, synchronization of MDFAs (or DPDAs) can be defined as the existence 
of an HDTOL-matching, hence the iast two techniques could be possibly combined. 
After some preliminary definitions we discuss our new techniques for testing 
of equivalence in Sections 3-5. Note that the other topics motivated by the DOL 
problem mentioned above were thoroughly discussed in the 14th ICALP-lecture 
by J. Karhumiiki [35] and also in his recent column on formal languages in the 
EATCS Bulletin 1361. 
2. Preliulrr8~ 
In the beginning of the 70s A. Ehrenfeucht formulated the following conjecture. 
IBe Ebmfedt Comjectmn. For any language L E P rhere exists a @tire subset 
F c L such rhar, for any two motphisms A, g : P + A*, the equation h(x) = g(x) holds 
for all x E L ifl it holds for all x E E 
In [20] the above F was called a rest set for L and the validity of the Ehrenfeucht 
xnjecture was shown for a binary alphabet. Several partial results were obtained 
later, among them the effective existence of a test set for every context-free language 
[ I]. In [ 111 it has been shown that the Ehrenfeucht conjecture can be restated as a 
compactness property of finitely generated free monoids. 
In order to present the genkralized version we need some terminology. Let 2 and 
R be two disjoint finite a!Thabets. We say that a pair (u, u) E R’ x R* is an equation 
with 0 as the set of variables. A system of equarions is any set of equations. A 
solution {over P) cf a system S is a morphism h : R* + E* such that h(u) = h(u) 
for all (u = u) E S. Finally, two systems S, and Sz are equicalenr (over S*) if they 
have exactly the same solutions. Note that we have considered only systems of 
equations without constants, however, that is not essential. 
The Geuralixed Ehmfeodrt Co@&ure. Each system of equations having a finite 
number of ctwiables (orw a finitely generated free monoid I*) is equivalenr to irs 
jinire subsystem. 
The Ehrenfeucht conjecture has been solved in the generalized form indtpendently 
in [3] and [26]. Both proofs are based on the Hilbert Basis Theorem, and use the 
fact that finitely generated monoids can be embedded into other algebraic structures 
(metabelian groups in [3] and rings of 2 x 2 integer matrices in [26]). 
.I number of variants of the original proofs has been given and some algebraic 
generalizations shown [45,56, 50,51, 59.421. 
We will need a further generalization of the Ehrenfeucht conjecture. In order to 
formulate it we lirst have to generalize the notion of a system of equations. Let k 
be a function on natural numbers and for each pair of natural numbers, i&j), such 
that 1 <j < k(i), let S( i, j) be a finite system of equations over Z with the common 
set of variables fi_ We consider the formula 
sF= A V S(ii) 
,=, ,=I 
and say that a morphism h : Ll * + H* is a solution of S if, for each i 3 I, there exists 
an index j. with 16 j, =z k(i) such that h is a solution of system S(&j,). Now, the 
statement “S is equivalent to its finite subsystem” means that there exists an integer 
m 3 I, such that each solution of the finite formula 
m L(i) 
!? V S(ii) 
#=I ]=I 
is a solution of system S as well. 
The following result has been shown in 121, see also [ 151; we omit its proof here. 
w 2.1. Each formula of the form ( 1) is equiwlenr to its finite subformula of the 
fam (2). 
The word by word equivalence on a language does not need to be restricted to 
morphisms. We can consider even multivalued mappings. We say that two (possibly 
multivalued) mappings S and t agree or are equiuafenr on a word x if 6(x) = r(x) 
as sets. Further we say that 6 and T agree or are equivalent on a language if they 
agree on all its words. Finally, we also extend the notion of test sets [14]. 
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Definition 2.2. Let .‘T be a set of mapnings (transducers) from E* to A* and Lc 2*. 
We say that F is a .T(Z, A )-PSI ser for /_. if for any two mappings 6, 7 E 3 the 
equation S(x) = T(X) holds for all x E L iff it holds for all x E F. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with finite transducers, see [S]. A finite 
transducer T = (Q.2, A, E, qO, F) with states Q, input alphabet $ output alphabet 
A, transitions E, starting state 9,, and final states F is called normalized if E g 
K x (B u {E}) x A* x K, i.e. if T reads in each step either one symbol or the empty 
word E. It is well known that for each finite transducer there exists an equivalent 
(defining the same relation) normalized one. We denote by 1 Tj the transduction 
(multivalued mapping) defined by T. We say that finite transducer T is k-valued, 
for k 2 I, if for every x E P* the cardinality of 1 T((x) is a? most k, and that T is 
jinite-valued if it is k-valued for some k 2 1. 
One of our new techniques is based on the fact that the existence of a test for a 
language L implies its constructivity if L is morphically generated_ Hence HDTOL 
languages will play an important role. 
A DTOL system is an (n +2)-tuple G = (2, ir,, _ _ . , h,, w) where each h, :2* + JZ* 
is a morphism and WEE*. Let f.,,=(w), and L,+,=UT_, hj(Li) for iz0. Then 
L(G) = lJ:=, L, is the DTOI. language defined by G. A morphic image of a DTOL 
language is called an HD’TOL lenguage, i.e. L 5 A* is an HDTOL language if L = g( L’) 
where L’c P* is a DlBL language and g : L;‘+ A* is a morphism. Sin= we can 
rename the alphabet, we may assume, without loss of generality, that g: Z*+ H*. 
We will need the following result. 
Lemma 2.3. Every regular language is an HDTOL language. 
Proof. Let L = L(G) for a right linear grammar G = ( T, N, P, S). We may assume 
that each nonterminal A E N derives a terminal word; let us fix the word w(A) for 
A. For each production p E I?, P = A + a, we define a morphism p’ : ( T u N )* + 
(Tu N)* by 
b(A)=a and $x)=x for Tt Tu N-(A). 
Further we define a morphism g : ( T u N )* --, ( T u N)* by 
g(A)= w(A) for AE N and g(u)=a forac 1 
If P={p,,..., p.), then, clearly, L(G)=g( L(G’)) where G’ is the DTOL system 
G’=(%, . . ..jz..S). cl 
3. Constructive test sets 
Our first technique introduced is based on the result that for morphically generated 
languages the existence of a test set implies its effective existence [l I]. This technique 
gave a new proof of the DOL equivalence problem and its generalizations to HDOL 
and HDTOL languages and sequences [12, 131. It was extended to test sets for 
single-valued two-way finite transducers In j14] and finite-valued finite transducers 
in [15]. Here we present the last result which includes the HDOL and HDTOL 
problems as special cases. 
Definition 3.1. Let Tk(Z, 3) denote the famiiy of all normalized, k-valued finite 
transducers with input alphabet 2, output alphabet A and with at most n states. 
Tbuuem 3.2. L.er Z and A be jnite alphabets and n, k 3 0. For each language L E 2 * 
there exists a .Yi(& A )-test set. 
Proof. We SPY that a finite transducer A4 is a transducer schema over a finite set R 
if M = (K. 2; f2, E, qo, F) is a finite trdnsducer satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) if(q,au,p)EE,then UER; 
(ii) if (q, a, y q’)E E and (p, b, u, p’)~ E with (q, a, q’) # (p, b. p’). then u f o. 
For a fixed X, fixed k-valuedness and for a fixed number of states, there exists only 
a finite number of different transducer schemata (up to renaming of outputs). 
Therefore, under these assumptions f2 can be assumed fixed, too. For our purpose 
it is illustrative to call R the set of wriables. 
Let 
For a morphism i : R* -B A* and S in sPi( 2, f2) we denote by i(S) the finite transducer 
with input alphabet B and output alphabet A that is obtained from S by replacing 
each output c by i(c). We call i(S) the interpretation of S via i 
Denoting by 9(S) the set of all interpretations of S and setting 
JYY:(& 0)) = S(S) 
St .’ JJ ,t XJJ I 
we conciude that 
3-:(X, A) = J(Y:(T, f2)). 
Consequently, Jps(Z; 0) is a “finite base” for the family of all k-valued finite 
transducers from Z* to A* with at most n states. Hence in order to conclude the 
proof of Theorem 3.2 it is enough to establish the following claim. 
Claim. Let S, and S, be two transducer schemata in Y”.( 2; R ). 7here exists a finite 
subset F(S, , S2) of L such that, for any two transducers T, E 4;( S, ) and T2 E I (S,), 
T, and T2 are equivalent on L #they are equivalent on F(S, , S,). 
Proof of Claim. Let 
L(S,,S,)= Ln((dom(S,)-dom(Sr))u(dom(Sz)-dom(S,))). 
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If t( S, , S,) # 0 then we can choose US, : S,) to be any singleton subset of I.(&, S,). 
So assume US,, S,) =0. Consider a word x in Ln dom(S,). Sets Y = IS,](x) and 
2 = IS&x) are finite, say Y = {y,, . . . ,;,,I and Z = {Zi, . . . , z,}. Now, let yy and gz 
be the sets of all partitions of Y and Z. For each pair (Pv, P’) in 9, x LPz with 
the same cardinality ]S,l = IPzI and for each bijection a : Py -, Pz we define a finite 
system of equations consisting of the equations 
y, = 4 whenever a [yi] = [ zj], (3) 
where the square brackets denote the equivalence class defined by its representative 
and 5 denotes the barred copy of z,. Carrying out the above construction over all 
pairs ( fv, Pz) of partitions and over all bijections a we obtain a finite number of 
finite systems of equations all of which have the common set of variables, namely 
LPUii. 
Clearly, each of the systems of equation; of the form (3) describes one of the 
possible ways in which two transducers T, in J(S,) and Tz in 9(S,) can agree on 
x. More precisely, if 7;- For j = 1.2 is obtained from Sj via interpretation 4, then T, 
and T2 are equivalent on x itI the morphism h : t Iz u a)* + A*, defined by h(w) = 
i,(w) for w E n and h( 13) = iz( w) for 0 E fi, is a solution of (at least) one of the 
systems of equations of the form (3). We apply tht above construction to all words 
in Lndom(S,). This yields the formula 
ilc C(i) 
S=A V ts&j) (4) i=r j-1 
where k is a function N -, N and each S(i, j) is a finite system of equations having 
0 u fi as the set of variables (unknowns). Moreover, the solutions of (4) characterize 
the family of all those pairs of transducers in 4( S,) x 9(&) that are equivalent on 
L. However, by Lemma 2.1 formula (4) is equivalent to its finite subformula. Hence, 
the corresponding finite subset of L tests the equivalence of any pair of transducers 
from 9(S,) x 9(Sz). l’his concludes the proof of the claim and therefore also of the 
theorem. III 
tima 3.3. For each transducer T E S’,( 2; A ) and each morphism h : P* + P* there 
e~ecri~~yexisrsarransducerT(h)~3~(~,A)suchrharjT(h)~(x)=~~(h(x))foral/ 
XEZ*. 
Proof. This is an easy exercise based on the fact that the number of states needed 
in a finite automaton to recognize the inverse morphic image of a regular set L is 
not larger than the number of states of an automaton recognizing L Cl 
Lemma34 L-erh:P” + P* be a morphism, L c H* be a language, and A an alphabet. 
I’F is a Yi(Z, A)-resr serfor L, then h(F) is a $:(E, A)-resr serfor h(L). 
Proof. Assume the contrary. Then there are T,, T*E Si(E, A) such that they are 
equivalent on h(F) but not on a word h(x) for some x E L By Lemma 3.4, T,(h) 
and f,(h) are in Ti(Z, A;. They are equivalent on F but not on L, a contra- 
diction. Cl 
Lemma 3.5. Gicsn tnyojnite languages L,, L> c_ L*. with L, c_ L, and alphabet A, it 
is decidable whether L, is a 3” ( 1, .I 1 -test set for L: . 
Proof. By the proof of Theorem 3.2, we can acsociate each word _V c \-* ;vith a 
formula S = S, v - * - v S, where each S, is a finite system of equations, in such a 
way that the solutions of S characterize those pairs of !rancrlucers in .:ii( L, 1 I :hat 
agree on x Since L, and L: are finite, and L, E L:, our decision problem can be 
reduced to the problem of testing whether a formula of the form S A ( TS, A . . . A x,1, 
where S and each s, are finite systems of equations and 1 denotes the negation, is 
satisfied for some values of its variables. But the negation of an equation, i.t. a 
nonequality, can be stated as a finite disjunction of finite systems of equations (see 
[ 1 I]) and hence the problem can be reduced to the problem of testing whether a 
given finite system of equation possesses a solution. This difficult problem has been 
shown decidable in [43]. q 
Now, WC are ready to strengthen Theorem 3.2 for the family of HDlW. !anguages, 
to show that in that case the test set exists effectively. 
Tltortm 3.6. Let Z and A &$nite alphabets and n, k 5 0. For each HDTO L language 
L G 2 * there e1phcicely exists a Si< 2, A )-test set. 
Proof. Let L be a HDTOL language, i.e. L = g( L,) where g : 2* + E* is a morphism 
and L, is defined by a DTOL system (1, h, , . . . , h,, w). Define 
b=(w) and (5) 
L,+,=b(h,(L,))uL, foris0. 
J=I 
(6) 
Then LiC L,,, and L, = UT_, L,. 
By Theorem 3.2, there is m z 0 such that L, is a Tt(X, A)-test set for L,, and 
therefore also for L,,,,, - By Lemma 3.5 we can find such (smallest) m, by systemati- 
cally testing whether L, is a Ti(Z, A)-test set for L,,, for i = 0, I, . . . , mO. NOW we 
claim that LW is actually a Tk(& A)-test set for i, as well. By Lemma 3.5, for 
each j=l,..., t, hj(L,) is a 9:(&A)-test set for h,(L,,+,) and thus, by (5). (6) 
and elementary properties of test sets, L,,,,+, is a Tt(Z, A)-test set for L-+2. Hence 
the transitivity of test sets implies thar L,,, is a Tt(Z; A)-test set for Lrr,,+z and our 
claim follows by induction. Finally. we use Lemma 3.5 again to conclude that g( L,) 
is a $:(2, A )-test set for L. 0 
Corollrry 3.7. Given twofiniie valued transducers T, and T2 and an HDTO L language 
L, it is decidable whether T, and T, agree on euery word in L. 
Proof. The domains of finite transducers are regular sets. By Lemma 2.3, each 
regular set is an HDTOL language. Hence the result foliows by Theorem 3.6. 0 
Corollary 38 l%e equiwlence problem for finite tnalued transducers is decidable. 
Proof. The equivalence probiem for general fini!e transducers (even with simple 
letter input (or output) alphabet) is undecidable [30]. So, we see that unbounded 
multivaluedness is the cruci~! property that makes the equivalence undecidable. 
Note that the property of finite-valuedness ir decidable, see [63]. 0 
Remark. Both Theorems 3.2 and 3.6, and therefore also Corollaries 3.7 and 3.8, can 
be extended (in a slightly modified form) to two-way finite transducers. We refer 
to [14] where this has been done for the case of single-valued two-way finite 
transducers. The nonetleaive Theorem 3.2 can be extended to the family of finite 
transducers with bounded edge ambiguity [34J or to the family of deterministic 
Turing transducers [34]. 
4. Syaehro&ed and symtbmchElt DPDAs 
A common way to prove the decidability of the equivalence problem for devices 
like deterministic pushdown automata (DPDAs) or deterministic multitape finite 
acceptors (DMFAs) is to find a method how to demonstrate (prove) that two devices 
rre equivalent. That gives a semiprocedure for equivalence; the semiprocedure for 
nonequivalence trivially exists. For DPDAs the usual approach is to try to (essen- 
tially) synchronixe the stack behavior of the two given DPDAs so that they can be 
simulated simultaneously. The most successfu! technique of “aitemate stacking”, 
developed by Valiant, fits in this category. It has been used to establish the best 
results known [47,53]. 
Our new idea is to demonstrate equivz.ence of two devices M, M’ by synchronizing 
them in several steps, that is finding a sequence of devices M = Ad,, . . . , M, = M’ 
such that Mi and Mi+ I are synchronized and equivalent for i = 0, . . . , n - 1. Following 
[ 161 we present the technique for the case of DPDAs, we also hope to use it for 
deterministic multitape finite acceptors. 
Before defining synchronized and synchronixable DPDAs we review some basic 
definitions in order to establish our notation. 
A deterministic pushdown automaton is a rUr.rle M = (Q, 2, f, (s, Z), F, P), where 
Q is a set of states, P and r are input and stack alphabets respectively, (s, 2) E Q x Z 
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is the initial mode (2 E f designates the bottom of the stack which is never changed 1, 
FGQx~ is the set ofaccepring mu&s and PcQxTx~~u(~})xQx~* is the 
set of !ransition rrdes satisfying t.., nb .- kP 4, known “deterministic restriction”, cf. [28]. 
The transition (q, A, a, q’, a). written a!so as (q. A) +a (q’. a), is called F-moue ur 
reading mow depending on whether u is the empty word F or in E. Correspondingly, 
the mode (q, A) is called e-mode or reading mode. The language accepted by M is 
denoted by f.( M ). We use the abbreviation PDA for a (not necessarily deterministic) 
pushdown automaton. 
Our model ol DPDA accepts with final modes instead of final states; however, 
this mnsdc! is clearly equivalent with regard to the language-definition power. 
Moreover, we may assume, without loss of generality, that the set of accepting 
modes is a subset of reading modes. 
Let M, and M? be two DPDAs, M, = (Q,, 2, f,, (s,, Z,), F,, P,) for i = 1, 2. 
Without loss of generality, we assume that f, A r, = 0, and also that M, are in a 
normalfonn namely they do not have any pushing F-moves. We define the crossprod- 
UC? M, x IU? of M, and M? as one stack machine accepting a subset of T*, having 
(Q, x f, x Q? x r,) as the set of states and f, u f’, as the stack alphabet, and operating 
in the following way: Let M, x A!? be in a state (q,, A,. q?, A?) and having 
rG#,W##@” , W”_! . . . &W”. with u:~f: and #,:f: for i=O . . . . . n-l.and u:,E/~:. 
@“,Eff. in its stack. Then 
(i) if(q,.A,)isareadingmodefori=I,Zand(q,,A,)~”(p,,a,)~P,, M,xM, 
when reading symbol Q moves to the state (p,. B,, p2, B,) where B, (resp. B,) is 
the first symbol of a, w,, (resp. a, G,,em _ ,I and changes the stack contents to 
,S U’ #a+, “+,9;u*~~“_,w*~-, . . . @I% l 
where u*“+, = E and w> = B,~ ’w,, (resp. +,,, , = F and @i = B? IS,, ) if a, = c (resp. 
a? =E), and if a, # e (resp. a,# E) then wn,, = B; ‘a, and ufl= ~9, (resp. G”,, = 
Bi’ al and rt: = cm)); 
(ii) if (4,. A,) (resp. (q?. A?)) is in r-mode and (q,, A,) +’ (p,. F) is in P, (resp. 
(42. A,) +- (p,,e) is in P?), then M,xM2 moves to a state (p,, B,,q,,A2), (resp. 
(4,. A,.p,, B,)), where B, (resp. B2) is the first symbol of n; (resp. @“Em ,) and 
changes in its stack contents ~9, to B, ‘H:, (restx G,, to Bz ‘67” if Gn f F and ,5, , to 
e;‘:T;, ** ctherwise). 
Initially. M, x M2 is in the state (s, , Z, , s:, Z?), and it accepts an input word w 
if, after reading w, it is in a state (q,, A,, q2, A,), where (4,. A, ), for i = I, 2 is an 
acceptng mode of M,. 
A few remarks concerning the definition of M, x M? are in order. The whole 
construction resembles Valiant’s “alternate stacking” construction, cf. 1611. 
However, we generalize it by allowing e-moves as well as the acceptance with 
nonempty stack. The nondeterminism of M, x Mz (due to (ii)) could be avoided by 
modifying ‘he definition; however, this does not seem to yield any advantage. 
It is a straightforward consequence of the construction that M, x MZ simulates 
both M, and M2 and hence we have: 
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Lemma 4.1. L( M, x MT) = L( M;) A L( M,). 
From Lemma 4.1 it follows that the behavior of M, x MZ cannot be described by 
either a DPDA or even by a PDA (or other types of “simpie” machines) in general. 
However, the main point in this construction is that the machine M, x MZ simulates 
M, and Mt in a “synchronous” way, i.e. input symbols are read simultaneously, 
and so for some structuraliy similar DPDAs M, x MZ might be “simple”. 
We proceed by looking for conditions under which the simulating machine 
M, x M2 is simple enough to have the emptiness problem decidable. Let k be a 
natural number. We say that a computation in MI x Mz is k-bounded if, at any step 
of this computation, the new stack configuration depends only on the current state 
of the machine and the k topmost symbols of the stack. The DPDAs M, and M2 
are k-s)tnchronized if ail the computations for the words in L(M,)u L( M>) are 
k-bounded, and the machines are synchr~nizecI if they arc k-synchronized for 
some k 
As an easy consequence of the above we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.2. If M, and Mz are synchronized, then M, x Mz can be simulated by a PDA. 
We also have the foLIowing important lemma. 
Lemma 4.3. L~I k be a natural number. It is decidable whether two git,en DPDAs are 
k-synchronized. 
Proof. We define a machine M’ which operates as follows: 
(i) it simulates all k-bounded computations of M, x Mz; 
(ii) in each step of a simulation it detects whether k-boundedness property is 
violated and if so, it nondeterministically chooses the number 1 or 2 for i and from 
that point on simulates the machine Mi- M’ accepts an input word if and only if it 
is, after reading the whole word and making the above nondeterministic choice, in 
an accepting mode of MI or Mz. Clearly, M’ can be realized by a DPDA, and 
moreover, MI and M2 are k-synchronized if and only if the language of M’ is 
empty. Hence, the lemma follows. Cl 
Although we do not know how to decide whether M, and M2 are synchronized, 
it follows straightforwardly from the proof of Lemma 4.3 that if we know that they 
are synchronized we can effectively find a k such that they are k-synchronized and 
therefore also find a simulating (pushdown) machine for MI x M2. Having this 
simulating PDA M’ we check the equivalence of MI and M2 by modifying M’ as 
follows: 
(i) if a computation in M’ is blocked, the new machine simulates the nonblocking 
(if such exists) Mi and accepts if Mi accepts; 
(ii) if the whole input word is read by M’, then the new machine does the same 
and accepts if exactly one of the simulated machines is in an accepting mode. 
Clearly, the testing of the emptiness for this new machine provides a test for the 
equivalence of M, and M2. So we have proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.4. Gken IWO synchronized DPDAs, it is decidable wherher the!- are 
equivalent. 
After having obtained Theorem 4.4. an interesting question arises: when a-e t..vo 
DPDAs synchrcnized? 
Example 45. Any DPDA is synchronized w;ih any deterministic finite automston. 
This Is immediate since the stack of the simulating machine contains only symbols 
from the stack alphabet of the DPDA. 
Example 4.6. Any equivalent pair of real-time DPDAs accepting with the empty 
stacks is synchronized. This is proved in [49] as a generalization of Valiant’s earlier 
proof for nonsingular DPDAs, cf. [61]. 
Example 4.7. Consider the language a*b*c* and two DPDAs M, and M2 accepting 
it: M, when reading a’s and b’s pushes them into stack, while reading :‘J pops one 
symbol in each step as long as there are symbols in the stack and after that does 
not change the stack at all. M,, in turn, pushes only u’s into the stack and starts 
popping already when reading b’s and continues that (as long as the stack is 
nonempty) when redding c’s Clearly, M, and MZ are not synchronized. However, 
the use of the stack is now unessential since a*b*c* is regular, so that it can be 
accepted by a deterministic finite automaton M. Moreover, by Example 4.5, both 
M, and Mz are synchronized with M. In particular, this shows that the property of 
being synchronized is not transitive. 
Example 4.7 naturally suggests the following generalized definition. Two DPDAs 
M,(O) and M,(O) are sptchronizable if there exists a natural number t and DPDAs 
M,(j) and M,(j) for j = I , . . . , t, such that M,(j) and M,( j + I ) are equivalent and 
synchronized for i = I, 2 and j = 0, . . . , t - I, and in addition, M,(t) and M,(t) are 
synchronized. 
Theorem 4.4 can be strengthened to the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.8. Given two synchronizable DPDAs, it is decidable whether they are 
equivalent. 
Paof. Let M,(O) and M,(O) be two synchronizable DPDAs. We guess a natural 
number t and DPDAs M,(j) for i = I, 2 and j = 1,. . . , t, satisfying the properties 
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required in the detinittc? of the synchron&bility. By Lemma 4.3, we cau check 
whether our guess is correct and therefore, by Theorem 4.4, we can decide the 
equivalence cf M,(O) and M,(O). Cl 
5. HDTOLmatching 
In the previous section we argued that the usual method to prove the decidability 
of the equivalence problem for a class of devices is to demonstrate that every two 
devices from the class can be directly or indirectly synchronized. Technically this 
might mean to show that there exists a language L each string of which encodes a 
pair of corresponding computations of the given devices. Moreover: some decidable 
property of L should represent whether the given devices are or are not equivalent. 
For example, for two deterministic finite automata A, and AZ it is easy to construct 
a third automaton A such that each computation of A on input word x contains 
encodings of the computations of A, and A2 on the same input word x, and A 
accepts x iff A, does and A2 does not or vice versa. Then clearly A, is equivalent 
to A2 iff L(A) = 8. Similarly, Valiant’s “alternate stacking technique’* reduces the 
equivalence of two DPDAs to the emptiness problem for context-free languages 
that again encode the corresponding computation even if the encoding is much 
more sophisticated. 
Here we propose another type of synchronization again presented as matching 
of corresponding computations and encoding each such pair as a word in a language 
L, this time an HDTOL language. A special case of the result presented in Section 
3 is that it can be tested whether two morphisms agree on an HDTOL language. We 
assume thliri the pair of computations of devices D, and D2 is encoded by a word 
w E L in such a way that it is possible to obtain each input and/or output string of 
D, and of D2 as a morphic image of w. 
Now, in order to prove the decidability of the equivalence prohlem for class C, 
it is enough to demonstrate that for each pair of equivalent devices D, and D2 from 
C, there exists an HDTOL-matching. Indeed, this gives a semiprocedure for 
equivalence, since we can enumerate all caaididate HDTOL syJens and for each of 
t:lem test whether the language L encodes matching computation. This is done by 
testing whether every pair of morphisms g, and h, that map a computation w E L 
into the ith input/output word of D, and D2 respectively agree on L. 
This technique seems to be specifically suitable for the deterministic multitape 
finite acceptors. It seems that every two equivalent DMFAs have to have essentially 
the same “cycle-structure”. We conjecture that the corresponding (craSses) of compu- 
tations of two equivalent DMFAs can be DTOL-matched; for a subclass of DMFAs 
it is shown in [17]. Here we just show an example, we will HDTOL-match the 
computations of the DMFAs shown in Fig. 1. Both these automata define the relation 
{( a’ci, b’6, ckc^) 1 i + k =j}. This is a simplest example that breaks the natural extension 
of Bird’s algorithm [6] to three tapes. 
Fig. I. Two equivalent DMFAs. 
Without loss of generality we may always assume that the tape alphabets I,, 
& are disjoint. Consider two copies 2, and Z: = {u’lu E .Y,} of these alphabets and 
“cycle alphabet” A={A,B,C,D,S}. Let C=~~ud.f,,r,,r,,s) be the DTOL 
system where E =U:=, (I, u Z3 and where tables I,, i = I, 2. 3 are defined as 
follows, with identities omitted: 
1, : S + Aa’B&C?&i’, 
tz : A-,abA, D+b’a’D, 
t, : B + bcB, C --, c’a’C. 
Now, L=L(L(G)), where h is the morphism defined by h(x) = P for x E A and 
h(x) =x for x E E. Finally, define morphisms g, h,, i = 1, 2, 3 by 
g,(x) = h,(Y) =x forxE 2,. and 
g;(x) = h,(x’) = E, otherwise. 
Clearly, g;(w) and h,(w) are the inputs on ith tape for the pair of computations of 
the acceptors of Fig. I matched in string w. Clearly, g,(w) = h,(w) for each WE L 
and i = 1, 2, 3. Therefore, the language L indeed matches the encodings of corre- 
sponding computations of the equivalent acceptors from Fig. I. We also note that 
the matching is “complete”, that is, all possible inputs are considered. 
A dinerent proof technique based also on HDTOL matching of computations is 
useo in [IS] to obtain another partial solution of the equivalence problem for 
deterministic multitape automata. 
Note that we may combine the techniques described in the last two sections. We 
may demonstrate step by step “synchronizations” where each synchronization step 
is an HDTOL-matching. 
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